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Abstract
OctVCE is a cartesian cell CFD code produced especially for numerical simulations of shock
and blast wave interactions with complex geometries, in particular, from explosions. Virtual
Cell Embedding (VCE) was chosen as its cartesian cell kernel for its simplicity and sufficiency
for practical engineering design problems. The code uses a finite-volume formulation of the
unsteady Euler equations with a second order explicit Runge-Kutta Godonov (MUSCL) scheme.
Gradients are calculated using a least-squares method with a minmod limiter. Flux solvers used
are AUSM, AUSMDV and EFM. No fluid-structure coupling or chemical reactions are allowed,
but gas models can be perfect gas and JWL or JWLB for the explosive products. This report
also describes the code’s ‘octree’ mesh adaptive capability and point-inclusion query procedures
for the VCE geometry engine. Finally, some space will also be devoted to describing code
parallelization using the shared-memory OpenMP paradigm. The user manual to the code is
to be found in the companion report [38].
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This report describes the numerical methodology behind OctVCE, a CFD code designed es-
pecially for modelling shock and blast effects (in particular from bomb explosions) in complex
geomtries. It is hoped that such an application will be useful in determining critical damage
zones and improving design for realistic structures. The user manual to the code is to be found
in the companion report [38].
The cartesian cell method used here is the Virtual Cell Embedding (VCE) method [21, 22], a
particularly simple method discussed in §2. Because of VCE’s simplicity, the range of applica-
tion of this code would be limited to simulations suitable for practical engineering design where
important flowfield characterisics can be captured with adequate detail.
Described in §3 is the code’s ‘octree’ h-refinement feature, which involves cubical parent cells
being isotropically refined into or coarsened from 8 children. This feature can result in consider-
able CPU savings in large-scale calculations as good solutions can be produced with fewer cells.
§4 discusses various aspects of flow solution process – the underlying equations, discretization
and integration procedure, equations of state, flux calculators, reconstruction, limiting and
setting of initial and boundary conditions.
OctVCE also does have parallel processing capability for additional CPU efficiency. The paral-
lelization (described in §5) is implemented on shared-memory systems through use of OpenMP
[29] directives. Shared-memory parallelization is used due to extra difficulties with the more
popular distributed-memory approach, though it isn’t without its disadvantages. Finally in
§6 space will be devoted to describing OctVCE’s geometry engine. VCE essentially relies on
performing many polyhedron point-inclusion queries, and it is important to discuss how this
process is implemented and what can be done to make it reasonably efficient.
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Chapter 2
The Virtual Cell Embedding (VCE)
method
The basic idea behind cartesian cell techniques is to treat solid geometries as ‘immersed’ within a
mesh, as shown in fig 2.1. Cells completely immersed within geometries are ignored, and various
approaches exist to treat partially obstructed cells e.g. [35, 17, 21, 30]. These approaches vary
in complexity and accuracy.
Figure 2.1: Example of a cartesian mesh
Obviously OctVCE uses VCE method [21] of treating intersected cells. Though one of simplest
cartesian cell methods available, it is hoped that it will still be adequate for practical engineering
purposes (for example, see [37] for an idea of what sort of accuracy to expect from the VCE
method in axisymmetric flows).
The first stage of VCE involves subdividing an intersected cell into a lattice of ‘subcells’
(fig 2.2(a)), with an associated centroid for each subcell. Each centroid is tested if it is in-
side/outside a body; the corresponding subcell volume would then likewise be regarded as
inside/outside. In this manner a summation of subcell volumes inside or outside bodies will
yield the approximate obstructed and unobstructed cell volume respectively. A similar pro-
cess is done for each cell face which is divided into ‘sub-areas’ to determine the approximate
obstructed/unobstructed face area.
In the second stage, the surface cutting through the cell is approximated as a single planar wall
using the cell’s obstructed areas (in 2D this is a straight line segment). This is achieved by
calculating the net obstructed face areas along each axis. For example, in the 2D example of
fig 2.2(b), the net obstructed area along the x axis is found by subtracting the ‘left’ obstructed
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(a) ‘Subcells’ illustration (b) Computing surface properties
Figure 2.2: VCE method
area from the ‘right’ obstructed area i.e. lx = lxr − lxl. When the net obstructed areas lx, ly
and lz are found, the average wall surface normal navg is
navg =
∑
i
n̂ili, i = x, y, z (2.1)
n̂i is the unit vector along axis i. The corresponding wall surface area is
lavg = ||navg|| (2.2)
and the unit surface normal is navg/lavg. Solid wall (i.e. reflection or symmetry) boundary
conditions are then implemented for this surface. As the body representation really depends on
obstructed interface areas, normally more subcells are used on the face areas than cell volume.
2.1 Staircased surface approximation
It is also possible to have ‘staircased’ surface representation using VCE, as in fig 2.3. In this
case each subcell comprising the ‘wetted’ staircase is a cell interface where solid boundary
conditions are set. But as the flux through each subcell interface is the same in a direction, the
total flow through the solid portion in that direction is
∑
subcells
(Fwall · n̂∆A) = (Fwall · n̂)
∑
subcells
∆A (2.3)
where
∑
∆A is simply the net obstructed area normal the axis normal n̂; in fig 2.3 it’s ∆A =
A+ − A−. The staircased representation is probably inferior to the ‘smooth’ representation
discussed above as it necessarily causes low flow velocities near surfaces.
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Figure 2.3: Using VCE to get ‘staircased’ representation
2.2 Degeneracies with VCE
A major problem with all classical cartesian cell methods is the inevitable situation where some
cells are mostly obstructed by bodies and thus have very small fluid volumes (resulting in very
small timesteps). The standard approach to this problem would be to find a neighbouring cell
to merge this small cell with, so that the combined cell volume would enable larger timesteps
to be taken.
Although more advanced methods try to circumvent this requirement [9], cell merging is still
the simplest solution and the loss in resolution can be compensated easily with mesh refinement
[30]. Besides, it is unlikely that the localized inaccuracy resulting from cell merging will be
detrimental to the sort of solutions expected from a code developed with the aims stated in the
introduction. In the present code a cell is regarded as small if its fluid volume is 5–10% of its
basis cartesian volume.
The VCE subcell subdivision can potentially allow some cells that should be partially obstructed
to be undetected (imagine a knife edge penetrating into a cell). However, this inaccuracy is
no worse than that arising from the grid resolution chosen to resolve such fine features [21].
Another situation is when all volume subcells are obstructed though a small part of the cell is
outside a body. The whole cell would then be treated as if it were immersed within a geometry
(a ‘solid’ cell), and if any of its face areas were previously open, they are now set to 0.
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Chapter 3
H -refinement with octrees
OctVCE implements isotropic subdivision of cubical cells as its h-refinement procedure. This
approach lends itself easily to an ‘octree’ structure where a parent cell is refined to give 8
children (and conversely for the coarsening process), as in fig 3.1. Anisotropic cell refinement
was not chosen because not only is it more complicated, it is also doubtful that it has much
better efficiency over isotropic subdivision for flows when blast waves interact with complex
geometry.
Figure 3.1: Refining an octree
It is important to ensure the conservation of all conserved flow variables during adaptation. The
flow variables at new children cells can be computed using the monotonicity- and conservativity-
preserving MUSCL procedure (see §4.8), or children cells can simply all take the parental flow
state. When coarsening the parent, its flow state must be calculated from the volume-weighted
average of its children.
3.1 Adaptation indicators
Two different adaptation indicators have been employed in this code. The first is based on
velocity gradients and can only detect shocks –
²1 = L
∂ui/∂xi
amin
, i = 1, 2, 3 (3.1)
L is a length scale, typically the cell’s edge length, and amin is the minimum sound speed from
the cell and its neighbours. Typically if ²1 is greater than 0.01 in any direction, the cell can be
refined. The other indicator is based on Baum’s criterion [8] and uses density differences along
each axis i –
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²2 =
∑
i |2ρc − ρ+ − ρ−|∑
i (|ρc − ρ−|+ |ρ+ − ρc|) + α
∑
i (ρ− + 2ρc + ρ+)
(3.2)
where ρc, ρ+ and ρ− are the average densities at the cell centre, its right neighbour, and its left
neighbour respectively. The user must set thresholds on ²2 for refinement and coarsening and
also for the noise filter α. This indicator can capture contact discontinuities and shear layers
along with shocks.
Depending on the the actual thresholds for ²2 and α, a combined approach using ²1 and ²2 can
also be useful for some blast wave problems because at far distances from the initial explosion
the blast wave attenuates to the stage where it is treated as noise by α, but ²1 will nonetheless
capture it.
3.2 Some aspects of implementing adaptation
It is important that adaptation procedure present no problems or degeneracies to the flow solver
and in particular to the VCE method. Discussed below are some important aspects of a proper
implementation of octree adaptation within the code.
1. Enforcing grid regularity
It is important to ensure a cell interface can have at most 4 neighbours so that neighbour-
ing cell sizes be not too disparate). However this requirement is relaxed when adjacent
neighbours are separated by a body like a solid wall, as in fig 3.2. This helps to ensure
that cells completely immersed within bodies are not refined unnecessarily. In this case a
cell still stores at most 4 neighbours on each face, meaning that refinement or coarsening
in this scenario requires some mesh traversal for connectivities to be updated.
Figure 3.2: Interfaces with ‘loose’ connectivitiy
2. Use of simple recursion
A distinct feature of all tree structures is that traversing the tree nodes (or creating new
ones) can be done relatively simply using a basic recursive algorithm such as given in
fig 3.3.
The coarsening process is basically the reverse of the refinement algorithm, but is even
simpler as since only parents of leaf cells are coarsened each time the grid is adapated, no
recursion is involved. To save memory, children are deallocated when their parents are
coarsened.
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Figure 3.3: Generic refine/visit algorithm
3. Consistent and airtight geometry
A useful feature with cell subdivision is that geometrical properties of parent cells can
sometimes propagate downwards e.g. if a parent cell is completely unobstructed, then so
will be its descendants. It is important however to ensure shared interface areas match
exactly between two cells, as parent cells have larger interface subcells and do not compute
areas or volumes as accurately as their children.
There is one ‘degeneracy’ that occurs when octree adaptation is used with a VCE method.
In fig 3.4 an intersected parent cell is refined, but one of its children are made ‘solid’.
As a result, an interface area on the parent which was previously unobstructed is now
obstructed. This new information must be remembered if the parent is coarsened i.e.
information from children must be used.
Figure 3.4: ‘Solid’ degeneracy
4. Cell unmerging
As a final point, it is important to remember that adaptation can ‘break up’ merged
cells (formed because of the small cell degeneracy discussed in §2.2). Pointers and associ-
ated data structures must be deallocated properly, and should small cells still exist after
adaptation, re-merging with new cells must be accomplished.
3.3 Increasing efficiency with octrees
OctVCE implements the following features to (hopefully) ensure better efficiency with the
unstructured grid.
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1. Explicit storage of some geometric properties. Some geometric properties, like the
length or centroid of a cell, can be inferred from traversing the spatial octree, but these
properties need to be frequently accessed during flow integration.
2. Explicit storage of topological connectivities. Like the previous point, a cell’s
neighbours can also inferred from mesh traversal, but their flow states also need to be fre-
quently accessed e.g. for flux calculation and reconstruction. Thus cells store all adjacent
neighbours on every face.
3. Placing pointers to leaf cells on a list. As every timestep it is only the leaf cells
that require integration, it seems more efficient to directly access all of them through a
dynamically-linked list rather than via mesh traversal for each cell. Mesh traversal (still
occasionally necessary) is thus reduced in frequency.
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Chapter 4
Numerical methodology
It is intended that OctVCE be used mainly for airblast problems to predict critical damage zones
and quantities like overpressure or impulse without providing detailed modelling. Thus the
code uses a finite-volume formulation of the unsteady Euler equations since blast propagation
problems are dominated by convection [33]. The code cannot model the complicated processes
of fluid-structure coupling or chemical reactions, though the explosive products can be modelled
more realistically with the JWL [23] or JWLB [5] equation of state (so 2 species need to be
tracked – the explosive and ambient gases).
To solve the Euler equations, the code uses a second order explicit Runge-Kutta Godonov
(MUSCL) scheme, with gradients calculated using a least-squares method with a minmod
limiter. Flux solvers used are AUSM, AUSMDV and EFM. Below the various aspects of the
flow solver will be discussed in further detail.
4.1 Governing equations
The Euler equations in integral form can be expressed as
∂
∂t
∫ ∫ ∫
V
UdV +
∫ ∫
S
F · n̂dS = 0 (4.1)
where U is the vector of conserved quantities (per unit volume) U = [ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρE, ρp]
T
(in three dimensions), t is the time dimension, ρ and ρp are the total density and explosive
products density, u, v and w are velocity components in the x, y and z directions respectively.
If ρa is the density of the ambient gas (typically air), the total density is ρ = ρp + ρa.
E is the total energy per mass where E = e + ρ (u2 + v2 + w2) /2. n̂ is the outward unit
normal on the surface S which bounds the control volume V . Obviously in two dimensions the
z components are neglected. The vector of fluxes is
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F =

ρu
ρu2 + p
ρuv
ρuw
ρEu+ pu
ρpu
 î+

ρv
ρuv
ρv2 + p
ρvw
ρEv + pv
ρpv
 ĵ+

ρw
ρuw
ρvw
ρw2 + p
ρEw + pw
ρpw
 k̂ (4.2)
4.2 Axisymmetric VCE
It is possible to use information provided by VCE to solve flows with axisymmetric geometry
[37] (the formulation will not be repeated here due to its simplicity). However, it should be
noted that the inherent nature of VCE means that in axisymmetric geometry there will be
some source of conserved quantities produced at intersected cells.
This is because the approximate surface representation gives a cell volume (per radian) and
area (per radian) and surface normals that are not completely correct. It might be good to
run the simulation in quiescent flow with the same geometry to assess the influence of these
source terms. However, it has been found in practice that these effects are typically quite minor
compared to stronger flowfield features, especially that resulting from blast. These effects have
also been shown to be small in simple conical supersonic flow [37] where derivation of key
quantities of pressure and force are concerned.
4.3 Equations of state
Gas models that OctVCE supports are ideal gas and JWL or JWLB equations of state. OctVCE
tracks at most 2 species – the explosive products and ambient gas (typically at atmospheric
conditions).
4.3.1 Perfect gas equation of state
In OctVCE, the ambient gas and/or explosive products can be modelled by the ideal gas
equation of state e = p/ ((γ − 1) ρ) where γ is the ratio of specific heats Cp/Cv. It is assumed
the gas is calorically perfect with constant specific heats and internal energy e = CvT .
The mixture specific heat is given by the mass-fraction weighted average of species’ specific
heats for ns species –
C[v,p] =
∑
i
fiC[v,p],i, i = 1...ns (4.3)
where fi is the mass fraction of species i. A similar mixture Cp can be found and thus gas γ
for the equation of state.
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4.3.2 The JWLB equation of state
The JWLB equation of state, developed by Baker [4] and used only for explosive products ρp,
models the high pressures from explosive overdriven detonations at and above the Chapman-
Jouget (CJ) state (for example, if the products are re-shocked), whilst retaining low pressure
products expansion behaviour –
p = p (ρ, e) =
n∑
i=1
Ai
(
1− λ (v˜)
Riv˜
)
e−Riev + λ (v˜) e
v
+ C
(
1− λ (v˜)
ω
)
v˜−(ω+1) (4.4)
where the Gru¨neisen coefficient λ given by
λ (v˜) =
n∑
i=1
(Aλi v˜ +Bλi) e
−Rλiev + ω (4.5)
where v˜ is the relative volume of the gas v˜ = ρ0,p/ρp, ρ0,p is the initial undetonated (loading)
density of the explosive. ep is the specific internal energy of the explosive products, and Ai,
Aλi , Bλi , Ri, Rλi , C and ω are supplied constants (some can be found in [6]).
Note in the JWLB equation if n = 2, C = 0 and λ = ω (and with all Aλi and Bλi zero), the
JWL equation of state [23] is produced. Constants for the JWL equation can also be found
in this reference. As far as this code is concerned, the JWL equation of state should be more
than sufficient. More detail on how OctVCE uses the JWL and JWLB equations in the code
can be found in §A.2 and §A.3.
4.4 Initial conditions
OctVCE uses a traditional method of implementing initial conditions (also used by Timofeev
[41]) where a region comprised of high pressure and temperature cells represent the bomb
or explosive at detonation. Cells elsewhere are filled with ambient (typically atmospheric)
conditions. How accurately the initial bomb geometry can be represented depends on the grid
resolution.
In practice it is much more important to match the correct explosive energy since all blast
waves eventually develop a spherical profile, although Timofeev has also shown that the initial
shape of the bomb can have a noticeable (though smaller) effect even in the far-field. See [34]
for a ‘remapping’ technique between 1D spherical, 2D axisymmetric and finally 3D solutions
that gives higher accuracy; the approach here is simpler and should hopefully be adequate in
the mid- to far-field.
As Timofeev demonstrates, one can tweak the values of the pressure and density to match blast
profiles (even though initial energy remains the key factor). Generally if the JWL equation is
chosen the initial density ρb is set to be undetonated density ρ0,p and the energy the total
explosive energy released (usually termed E0 or e0 in the literature). The pressure is then
calculated using the equation of state i.e. p = p (ρb, E0). However it is also possible to match
exactly the explosive energy if the bomb density is adjusted e.g. to ρb = m/Vb, where m is the
explosive mass and Vb the total volume of cells representing the bomb. It is also possible to
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assume that the undetonated density ρ0,p in the JWL equation of state (eqn 4.4) is equal to
this value of ρb instead of the figure reported in the literature.
The Eulerian finite-volume method used here obviously cannot simulate an actual solid- or
liquid-gas detonation process, but this corresponds to the state of gas following a confined
explosion and should give acceptable blast profiles close to the bomb (at least within the code’s
range of application). Using ρ0,p as the initial density would also give a roughly correct size
or volume of the bomb initially. Since the JWL equation of state already models the post-
detonation expansion of the detonation products, additional afterburning is unnecessary.
OctVCE also supports a ‘detonation-like’ finite-energy release scheme where the explosion vol-
ume is treated as a solid explosive i.e. all the cells within the explosion volume are not part of
the computational domain. Ignition points are specified at locations within the explosive with
a ‘detonation’ wave moving outward at constant velocity which ‘activates’ the cells, initializing
them to a specified high pressure and density. This might be useful for more detailed modelling
of non-uniform blast in the near-field as the location of charge initiation can sometimes have
an effect on both peak overpressure and impulse [3].
4.5 Boundary conditions
Boundary conditions in OctVCE are either the hard wall type or the free-flow (domain) type.
Free-flow (or domain) boundary conditions are simply those implemented at the edge of a
computational domain which do not represent the existence of a solid geometry. All these
boundary conditions are implemented by fabricating appropriate state vector values Ub at a
given cell’s interface. No ghost cells (stored in memory) are used as it is easier to just set an
appropriate boundary state..
4.5.1 Hard wall boundary conditions
Cartesian cells ultimately have any solid surfaces cutting through them represented as a solid
interface of the cell with an outward normal vector n̂ (see §2). This wall boundary condition
Ub (which is identical to the symmetry boundary condition) has the same state of flow at the
interface but with a reversed normal velocity component. Thus if u is the flow velocity at the
cell interface Ub = [ρ, ρ (u− 2 (u · n̂) n̂) , ρE, ρp]T .
4.5.2 Free-flow boundary conditions
These are the boundary conditions implemented at the edge of the computational domain and
in the absence of solid surfaces. OctVCE allows one to specify which flow variables can be
fixed and which can be extrapolated, depending on whether there is inflow or outflow at the
boundary and whether the flow is subsonic or supersonic. However, it is not so simple to specify
outlet boundary conditions for blast wave problems when shocks are exiting the boundary, since
there could be incoming waves from outside the domain which affect the solution inside and
the flow is not always supersonic.
This is resolved by either (a) placing boundaries far enough away that weak waves exit the
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domain (or the simulation terminates before then) or (b) by implementing special non-reflecting
boundary conditions that seek to suppress numerical oscillations by making the internal solution
depend only on flow states within the domain. Option (a) is quite attractive as OctVCE employs
mesh refinement so that boundaries can be extended quite far with relatively few coarse cells.
Nonetheless, the non-reflecting boundary conditions of Thompson [40] have also been imple-
mented (discussed in further detail in §A.1). This option must be used with caution since in
many situations the actual flow solution does have incoming waves exterior to the boundary,
thus illustrating “the impossibility of properly specifiying boundary conditions for all problems
with the non-reflecting prescription” [39], even for more sophisticated schemes. There will also
be weak reflections from strong shocks that leave the domain.
4.6 Solution procedure
The finite volume discretization of eqn(4.1) is given by
dUc
dt
= − 1
Vc
∑
if
Fif · n̂ifAif (4.6)
where the subscript if stands for interface, Vc is the cell volume, and Uc is the cell-centered
state vector. A two stage Runge-Kutta time integration procedure is employed to obtain second
order accurate solutions in space and time –
U
n+ 1
2
c = U
n
c −
∆t
2Vc
∑
if
Fnif · n̂ifAif (4.7)
Un+1c = U
n
c −
∆t
Vc
∑
if
F
n+ 1
2
if · n̂ifAif (4.8)
The interface fluxes Fif are calculated from the procedures described in §4.8 to §4.8.2. The
timestep for each cell c based on the time an acoustic wave can cross the cell is given by
∆tc
V
=
CFL∑
if Aif (a+ |u · n̂if |)
(4.9)
where CFL ≤ 1, a is the soundspeed in the cell and u the fluid velocity. Aif is the interface
area for a face of the cell, which varies for cartesian cells.
The global timestep for the whole solution with n cells would then be
min
n
(∆t1,∆t2, ...,∆tn)
4.7 CFL-cutback procedure
As explosions typically involve pressures of the order of 500,000 atmospheres [27], this poses
a significant problem for time integration. The large pressures cause large momentum fluxes,
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and the minimum time step calculation in eqn 4.9 may still give a time step so big that it
could cause pressures or temperatures to go negative. The simplest way to prevent this from
occurring is to employ a CFL cut-back procedure, which limits the maximum relative change in
density and pressure each time step. OctVCE employs Coirier’s [16] CFL cut-back procedure
with very little modification.
At timestep k, first let the minimum timestep be first found for the maximum allowable Courant
number CFLmax, and the values of the density and pressure after the first Runge-Kutta step
k∗ is found. Then let
²ρ =
|ρk∗ − ρk|
ρk
(4.10)
²P =
|Pk∗ − Pk|
Pk
(4.11)
Then an acceptable CFL can be found for some cut-back fraction ²cut using
C =
²cut
max (²ρ, ²P )
CFL = min (C,CFLmax) (4.12)
Following Coirier, ²cut = 0.1 is usually a good default value. The CFL cut-back procedure is
usually required at the beginning of an explosion when the high-pressure explosive products
expand into the ambient atmosphere, but afterwards the CFL gradually ramps back up to
CFLmax.
4.8 Flux calculation and reconstruction
In OctVCE, the vector of fluxes Fif in eqn 4.6 can be calculated using AUSM [25], AUSMDV
[43] or EFM [28] flux calculation schemes. The actual schemes won’t be reproduced on this
report, but see the excellent treatment of their implementation given in [18, 44]. It is calculated
from limited interpolated flow variables at the interface (§4.8.1 and §4.8.2).
The code has an adaptive flux solver capability where the more dissipative EFM is utilized
only at shocks because other higher resolution flux solvers (in particular, Riemann solvers)
may suffer from odd-even decoupling problems [31]. Although EFM was originally designed for
ideal gases, it can be also used for real gases by using the concept of an ‘effective’ gas constant
R = p/ (ρT ) which applies for the fluid at a given instant in time.
4.8.1 Interpolation
Second-order spatial accuracy is provided by a least-squares (multi-dimensional) reconstruc-
tion scheme which interpolates flow quantities to cell interfaces before calculating the fluxes.
However it has been found by Rose [34, p.g. 61] and Timofeev [41] that higher-order schemes
occasionally fail during the early stages of the explosion due to the large flow discontinuities.
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Rose recommends that a first-order solution be employed until a time of 1.2 × 10-3 s/kg1/3
when the higher-order solution can be resumed.
This interpolation scheme, also detailed in [14], is as follows. For each cell c, over all its neigh-
bours n (h-refined cells may have more than one neighbour on each interface), the difference in
centroidal co-ordinates is summed and placed in the inverse (symmetric) reconstruction matrix
–
R−1 =
 ∑n (∆x)2∑
n (∆y∆x)∑
n (∆z∆x)
∑
n (∆x∆y)∑
n (∆y)
2∑
n (∆z∆y)
∑
n (∆x∆z)∑
n (∆y∆z)∑
n (∆z)
2
 (4.13)
where ∆{·} = {·}n−{·}c. If two-dimensional flow is simulated the 3rd row and column of this
matrix is ignored.
If the gradient of a flow quantity q is desired, the 3× 1 vector r is calculated as
r =
∑
n
(cn − cc) ((q)n − (q)c) (4.14)
where c stands for a cell centroid and subscript c denotes the cell centre. Then the cell-centered
gradient vector of q would be
∇ (qc) = Rr (4.15)
The flow quantity q can now be interpolated to any point p within the cell using the expression
q (p) = Φ · ∇ (qc) · (p− cc) (4.16)
Now Φ is a limiter value that ensures no new extrema are created and prevents spurious
oscillations in the numerical solution. It is determined according to the procedure described
below.
4.8.2 Limiting
Whilst there exist several ways by which the limiter Φ can be determined [42], the min-mod
type limiter of Barth [7] is chosen for its simplicity. Although the non-differentiability of min-
mod type limiters may hamper steady state solutions [14], this is not a great concern when
unsteady blast waves are modelled.
For a flow quantitiy q and looking over all a cell’s neighbours n, let
qmin = min
n
(qc, qn) (4.17)
and
qmax = max
n
(qc, qn) (4.18)
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where subscript c denotes the cell-centred value. Then the unlimited value of q is interpolated
to a point p coinciding with each cell corner j, according to the expression 4.16 –
qj = qc +∇ (qc) · (pj − cc) (4.19)
The limiter value for the flow quantity q at cell corner j is thus φqj and is determined by
φqj =

min
(
1, q
max−qc
qj−qc
)
, if qj − qc > 0
min
(
1, q
min−qc
qj−qc
)
, if qj − qc < 0
1 , if qj − qc = 0
(4.20)
The global limiter (for a cubical cell there are 8 corners) for this cell is finally
Φ = min (φq1, φ
q
2, ..., φ
q
8) (4.21)
It’s possible to have multiple limiters for each flow variable, or a single limiter from the minimum
of each limiters, though it has been found that the extreme gradients at the start of a explosion
simulation will cause the code to fail if a single limiter is used.
4.9 Flow integration procedure for cartesian cells
The basic flow solution procedure incorporating the pecularities of h-refinement and the VCE
method can now be defined. In the beginning, cell interface areas and volumes are calculated
(for the VCE method), and cell flow states are set depending on whether they are within
ambient gas or explosion volume/bomb. Then for each timestep –
1. Identify any small cells and merge them with larger neighbours (if possible) to form the
new larger amalgamated cell.
2. For each each, compute the gradients for each conserved variable and the cell’s limiter
value Φ (eqn 4.21) for reconstruction to interfaces shared with adjacent cells (or at the
computational domain).
3. Using eqn 4.9, the minimum timestep is computed for each cell before the global timestep
is found. Note Aif in eqn 4.9 is the unobstructed interface area on each of the cell’s 6
faces.
4. Now integrate the solution in time for the next timestep. This procedure consists of
(a) Calculating boundary conditions for each Runge-Kutta step.
(b) Obtaining the fluxes through each cell’s interface. Flux vectors are shared between
interfaces, and partially obstructed cells are also allocated flux vector which is com-
puted using the VCE method.
(c) Finally implementing the Runge-Kutta time integration scheme of eqn 4.7 and
eqn 4.8
5. If necessary, the grid is adapted.
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Chapter 5
Code parallelization
For CFD applications using adaptive h-refinement, Lo¨hner [26] has given some important rea-
sons why parallelization using the shared memory paradigm may be superior than on a dis-
tributed memory machine. Some reaons include (a) load imbalances requiring complex mesh
redistrubtion techniques – a complicated problem to solve in its own right, usually requiring
separate tools like METIS [19] or ParMETIS [20], (b) limited size for most simulations which
limits the useful number of CPUs, and (c) the extra development time and code complexity
associated with the distributed memory approach. Therefore, OctVCE currently only supports
shared-memory parallelism.
It might still be possible for parallel solutions to be achieved with OctVCE on distributed-
memory systems, if a single-system image of all processers can be provided e.g. by using the
OpenMosix [36] cluster management system. However, significant overhead in fetching data
from other nodes through the interconnection network would be expected, as this is much
slower than cached access.
5.1 Parallelization with OpenMP
OctVCE uses OpenMP directives for shared-memory parallelism. OpenMP [10] is an applica-
tion program interface that provides a set of compiler directives, library routines and environ-
ment variables that allow specification of regions of code to be parallelized and declaration of
shared or private variables. Whilst some compilers may be able to automatically parallelize
some loops in the code, OpenMP allows for stricter control over parallel execution.
This control is important because of the danger of race conditions in shared-memory parallelism.
This refers to what happens when two processes, or threads, are simultaneously reading and
writing to the same memory location. Race conditions are a potential danger in OctVCE, and
apart from algorithm design, they are frequently prevented in the code by use of the barrier
directives, which synchronizes all threads before they proceed to the next code segment. Further
details on using OpenMP can be found in [29].
OctVCE implements the easiest (though certainly not the most efficient) form of shared-memory
parallelism by simply dividing up all cells equally among the threads for work e.g. time inte-
gration. Some overhead is experienced when threads are forked, joined or synchronized, but
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this should be minor compared to the reduction in overall solution time if there are many cells.
Also, a similar overhead would be seen in the distributed memory approach.
5.2 NUMA and SMP parallel performance
The parallelization method described above would probably be most efficient under a SMP
(Symmetric MultiProcessor) system, for each thread should have equally fast access to the
global memory space. On a NUMA (Non-Uniform Memory Access) system, each node has its
own local memory space that provides fastest access, but accessing cells stored on other nodes
(which is done quite often e.g. when neighbour cells need accessing) take much longer.
In the course of mesh adaptation the cells originally allocated by one thread may end up being
on the list portion of another thread on another node, leading to inefficiencies unless some mesh
distribution to local node memory (similar to the distributed-memory approach) is done. But
as OctVCE’s parallelism isn’t particularly complex and assumes a SMP paradigm, its NUMA
performance can be regrettably inefficient.
Improving the efficiency of OctVCE (or any code) in serial and parallel on different archi-
tectures is an important and involved undertaking in its own right, but the author thus far
has been mainly concerned with writing a reasonably simple, working and usable code to test
VCE’s capabilities in modelling explosions with less emphasis on the fine points of improving
performance.
5.3 Parallel flow solution
There are several places in the solution procedure (§4.6) where parallelism can applied –
1. Computing timesteps. The expression in eqn 4.9 can be readily evaluated by multiple
threads concurrently without risk of race conditions, because no data is being written to
the cell flow states or geometries at this point in the code. Each thread then computes
the minimum timestep for its cells and the global minimum timestep is then determined.
2. Gradient and limiter computation. Like the previous point, each thread can calculate
flow gradients and hence limiter values (as a precursor to time integration) for its own
cells. There is no danger of race conditions as flow states and grid connectivities are not
being altered at this point.
3. Computing adaptation criterion. As with the previous two points, eqn 3.2 can be
evaulated by multiple threads without risk of race condition.
4. Time integration. This involves both the interface flux calculation and time advance-
ment for each Runge-Kutta phase. Each thread can go through each of its own cells and
calculate the fluxes for each cell face. This only needs to be done once for each interface
e.g. say in ‘positive’ x, y and z faces as they’re always shared by two cells (except at
domain borders), and each interface stores its flux.
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As fluxes must be computed before time integration is done, there is risk of race condition
as a thread may be still calculating new fluxes whilst another has begun integration using
previous flux values. Thus all threads must be synchronized before integration is done, by
either declaring multiple parallel sections or using the OpenMP barrier directive (the
latter option probably being the more efficient one [12]).
5. Solution output. This is only practical if the system supports concurrent I/O opera-
tions. Depending on the visualization software, flow variables may have to be interpolated
to cell corners, necessitating a seperate list of verticies which is then divided among the
threads when data is written to hard disk. Grid connectivity information is then out-
putted by numbering all verticies that actually belong to a cell.
5.4 Parallel adaptation
As mentioned in §3.2, adaptating the grid is a farily complicated procedure involving signif-
icant ‘housekeeping’ e.g. maintaining grid smoothness, updating connectivities etc. To do
this in parallel would involve even more code as things must be done properly to prevent race
conditions.
One particularly serious error results from allocating memory improperly, for this can cause
code crashes. For example, the refinement algorithm (fig 3.3) recursively refines neighbour cells,
and if they need refinement anyway, there may be too many children allocated to the parent.
The parallel adaptation process must thus split into several sections (each of which must be
synchronized at the end) within which no race conditions can occur.
Exactly how the parallelism is ‘split’ on what goes on each step will be outlined in general
in §5.4.1 to §5.4.4, but the chief objective is to ensure a pointer (e.g. to a neighbour cell) or
memory location is only being modified by one thread at a time. As will be seen, this involves
quite a lot of synchronizations giving the parallel adaptation significant overhead. However,
this is still hopefully faster than what would be achieved with serial adaptation.
Cells that need to be refined or coarsened are first flagged for adaptation. This procedure (for
the refinement) phase can be done recursively just like fig 3.3, but no memory is being allocated.
Not all cells that are flagged for coarsening according to the criterion (eqn 3.2) can actually be
coarsened because of grid smoothness concerns (§3.2).
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5.4.1 Parallelizing topological updates
Much of adaptation is focused on updating the grid topology, and race conditions are prevented
by updating the connectivity one ‘direction’ at the time in the manner described in fig 5.1, where
connectivities in ‘positive’ directions (i.e. the positive x, y and z faces) are first updated before
all ‘negative’ faces. This ensures all cell interfaces are only ‘visited’ by one thread at a time.
Figure 5.1: Directional interface connectivity update for parallel adaptation
The same principle applies to updating vertex connectivities, as shown in fig 5.2. To ensure
only one thread visits a vertex at a time, only a group of verticies can be visited before threads
must be synchronized. Unlike interface connectivities though, there are 4 such vertex groups
and thus 4 stages.
Figure 5.2: Vertex groups for parallel adaptation
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5.4.2 Parallel refinement
Cells are first refined as this may impact later on which ones can be coarsened. The refinement
step is broken into 5 main portions which are synchronized at the end –
1. Allocate memory to children cells
2. Update face and vertex connectivities in positive direction 1 (from fig 5.1)
3. Update face and vertex connectivities in negative direction 1
4. Update vertex connectivity in positive direction 2 (from fig 5.2 - the group 3 verticies)
5. Update vertex connectivity in negative direction 2 (the group 4 verticies)
5.4.3 Parallel coarsening
Using similar principles from the refinement stage, coarsening (done after cells are refined) is
broken into 4 main portions –
1. Update face and vertex connectivities in positive direction 1
2. Update face and vertex connectivities in negative direction 1
3. Update vertex connectivity in positive direction 2
4. Update vertex connectivity in negative direction 2 and deallocate children
5.4.4 Flux vector update
Strongly tied to the interface connectivity update of §5.4.1 is the flux update for newly adapted
cells, where the flux vectors at interfaces are either allocated, deallocated or reassigned to
required interfaces. This is done in exactly the same manner as with the interfacial connectivity
update (fig 5.1) with the flux vector connectivity in ‘positive’ directions done first before the
same is done to the ‘negative’ directions.
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Chapter 6
OctVCE’s geometry engine
VCE basically requires many point-inclusion tests to determine the location of the many volume
and area subcells. In OctVCE a polyhedral representation of solid geometries was chosen
because point-inclusion queries for surfaces defined by non-linear representations e.g. b-splines
are much more complicated to execute. In addition, methods already exist in the literature for
polyhedron queries, as shown in §6.1. Also discussed in §6.2 are some methods which can help
speed up the point inclusion queries.
6.1 Polyedron queries
OctVCE uses the point-inclusion algorithm of Linhart [24], which is also very similar to the
algorithm of Wu et al [45]. Linhart’s algorithm is shown in §6.1.2, but it relies also on a
point-in-polygon query which is first described in §6.1.1.
6.1.1 Linhart’s polygon query
The polygon inclusion test is quite simple. With the help of fig 6.1, a halfline from any given
point is drawn (here the lines go downward to some very large negative number). A line enters
an edge if the dot product between the unit vector in the line’s direction and the outward
normal to the edge is negative, and conversely it leaves when the dot product is positive.
Let there be a sum S, such that if the line enters the polygon count −1 else count +1. If
the line meets a vertex, count ±1/2 for each of the 2 edges sharing the vertex depending on
whether the line is leaving or entering. This way if S = 0 if and only if the point lies outside
the polygon, else the point is inside or on the polygon. If the halfline is collinear with an edge
the edge is ignored, since the halfline will meet a vertex.
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Figure 6.1: Polygon halfline illustration
6.1.2 Linhart’s polyhedron query
With the help of fig 6.2 a halfline is also drawn from the point in question. To each polyhedral
face F met by the halfline a number s is assigned. The sum of each of these numbers S will
then 0 if and only if the point lies outside the polyhedron, else the point is inside or on it.
Figure 6.2: Polyhedron halfline illusration
Let u is the unit vector in the direction of the halfline H, and F a face intersecting H in a point
X. Let v be the outward normal of F . To determine if H intersects F , the polygon query of
§6.1.1 must be utilized. First project F onto a plane perpendicular to H, as in fig 6.3. Then
H will intersect F if and only if it intersects the projection of F (ignoring the cases where F is
in the plane of H).
Figure 6.3: Polygon projection
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Depending on whether H intersects the interior of F , an edge or a vertex, s is defined as follows:
1. If X is in the interior of F :–
s = sign (u · v)
2. If X lies on an edge of F :–
s = 1
2
sign (u · v)
3. If X coincides witha vertex of F :–
Let α be the inner angle of the normal projection of F in the direction of the halfline at
this vertex (0 < α < 2pi). Then
s = α
2pi
sign (u · v)
To illustrate how the algorithm works, first consider point P1 in fig 6.2. It is inside the polyhe-
dron, and the halfline intersects only one face. Thus S = 1 and P1 is indeed inside. Point P2
intersects 2 faces, but enters one and leaves another. Thus the individual numbers s for each
face respectively are −1 and +1, and S = 0 i.e. P2 is outside.
P3 intersects the bottom face and an edge formed from 2 upper faces. According to the rules,
s = −1/2 for the 2 upper faces and for the bottom face s = 1, so the sum S = 0 i.e. P3 is
outside. Finally P4 actually lies on face in the plane of its halfline, but this face is ignored, since
the halfline will eventually intersect an edge or vertex, in this case the bottom face’s. Thus
S = 1/2 and P4 is inside (technically on) the polyhedron.
In the case where the halfline intersects a vertex, consider fig 6.4. There are 3 faces sharing this
vertex. These faces are projected onto onto the plane normal to the halfline; the right diagram
shows the faces from the point’s ‘point of view’. The inner angles on these projected faces
are α1, α2 and α3, but given the algorithm, the numbers s associated with each face are thus
−α1/2pi, −α2/2pi and +α3/2pi. But α3−α2−α1 = −2pi, thus the sum of these 3 numbers give
−1. As the line also leaves a face ‘behind’ the vertex the final sum S = −1 + 1 = 0 indicates
the point is outside.
Note the special case in fig 6.5 where the algorithm will give a final sum S = k, where 0 < k < 1.
Thus the general rule that if S = 0 the point is outside, but if it’s anything else it will be inside
or on the polyhedron. As far as VCE is concerned though, both ‘on’ or ‘inside’ the polyhedron
can be regarded as ‘inside’.
Figure 6.4: Halfline passing through polyhedron vertex
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Figure 6.5: Halfline passing through edge and vertex
6.2 Geometric pre-processing for better performance
Pre-processing geometries can help speed up performance of the geometric interrogation process.
For example, a point may first be tested if it lies in the bounding box of an object (defined by its
minimal and maximal co-ordinates) before the more expensive polyhedron query is performed.
These bounding boxes could themselves be stored in a spatial tree data structure that reflects
the relative position of the objects, so that if a point does not lie in a region occupied by some
objects, all the objects in this region will be discarded for querying.
OctVCE uses the Alternating Digital Tree (ADT) tree structure [11] to store the bounding
boxes of each polyhedron. Tree data structures like the ADT can reduce n containment tests to
log(n) tests. The actual ADT construction and searching algorithm is given in §A.4. OctVCE
also places the bounding boxes of the polygonal faces of each polyhedron into an ADT, so that
a two-dimensional ADT of faces exist for each body.
It is true that most cells are not intersected and relative to other processes the geometric
interrogation should take quite a small time, so perhaps this amount of pre-processing (or pre-
processing in general) is excessive. Since most of the time a cell is really only intersected by one
body i.e. all its volume subcells lie within one object, OctVCE stores the body that this cell
intersects, since its descendants will also intersect only this object. Thus the efficiency gained
with ADT pre-processing will really only be seen when there are many complicated (i.e. a lot
of polygonal facets) polyhedrons in the simulation.
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 Subsonic non-reflecting boundary conditions
OctVCE implements the non-reflecting boundary conditions of Thompson [40]. Along a given
co-ordinate axis xi the non-reflecting conditions are implemented slightly differently depending
on whether the boundary is the left face A or right face B, illustrated in fig A.1.
Figure A.1: Diagram for non-reflecting BC illustration
A.1.1 Outflow
For outflow at the left face A, the following condition must be satisfied –
∂P
∂xi
+ ρa
∂ui
∂xi
= 0
where a is the cell sound speed. For outflow at right face B, the condition is
∂P
∂xi
− ρa∂ui
∂xi
= 0
This condition can be implemented by giving the extrapolated pressure on the boundary a
value consistent with the non–reflecting boundary condition given above (other flow quantities
can just be extrapolated). For example, through the right face
Pb = Pc + ξρcac
∂ui
∂xi
∆xi (A.1)
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where ∆xi is half a cell length (from the cell centre to the border face), Pb is the extrapolated
boundary pressure, and subscript c denotes the cell-centred values. ξ is the limiter for the
velocity component ui and its inclusion is necessary in eqn A.1 as the extrapolated pressure Pb
can sometimes go negative (if ξ = 1 always) when a shock crosses the boundary.
A.1.2 Inflow
For inflow at the left face A, these conditions must be satisfied –
a2
∂ρ
∂xi
− ∂P
∂xi
= 0
∂u2
∂xi
= 0
∂u3
∂xi
= 0
∂P
∂xi
+ ρa
∂ui
∂xi
= 0
For inflow at the right B, the conditions become
a2
∂ρ
∂xi
− ∂P
∂xi
= 0
∂u2
∂xi
= 0
∂u3
∂xi
= 0
∂P
∂xi
− ρa∂ui
∂xi
= 0
These four equations mean that four extrapolated flow variables must be set to satisfy the
non-reflecting boundary condition.
A.2 Flow quantities for mixtures of real and ideal gases
As OctVCE applies the JWL/JWLB equation of state to the explosive products ρp and ideal
gas equation of state to the ambient atmosphere ρa, it is important to derive proper quantities
e.g. pressure for cells where a mixture of these gases exist. Properties for mixtures of ideal
gases are much simpler to obtain and have already been done in §4.3.1.
To save computation time it might be possible to use simplified models e.g. treat the mixture
just as an ideal gas with different adiabatic γ, or ‘threshold’ models (use JWL/JWLB if it has
more than 50% ρp, else use ideal gas) etc. However the approach here uses thermodynamic
derivations to attain these properties.
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A.2.1 Mixture equation of state
Rose et al [35] use an ‘effective’ gas γ where (γ − 1)−1 = fp (γp − 1)−1+(1− fp) (γa − 1)−1 where
subscripts a and p respectively stand for ambient and explosion products gases. The pressure
is then calculated using the ideal gas law p = ρe (γ − 1); to an extent such an approach treats
both components as perfect gases. The soundspeed is also derived using the perfect gas forumla
c2 = γP/ρ.
The approach here also uses Dalton’s law where partial pressures sum to form total static
pressures (because of simplicity), but attempts to retain more thermodynamic properties of
the explosive products. Dalton’s law is still approximately valid for mixtures of real gases [13].
Thus in a mixture of the high explosive products and ambient gas (usually air), a combined
equation of state can be used assuming mixture thermal equilibrium (temperature for both
gases being equal) –
P = Pa (ρa, T ) + Pp (ρp, T ) (A.2)
The combined internal energy is the mass-fraction weighted average of each species’ internal
energies i.e.
e = faea (ρa, T ) + fpep (ρp, T ) (A.3)
with fi the mass fraction for species i, so that fa + fp = 1.
Now the ambient gas is treated as an calorically perfect, ideal gas–
Pa (ρa, T ) = ρaRaT (A.4)
where Ra is the gas constant. Its internal energy is
ea (ρa, T ) = ea (T ) = Cv,aT (A.5)
where Cv,a is the specific heat at constant volume for the ambient gas.
For the explosive products, Baker [5] has developed a somewhat lengthy temperature-dependent
form of the JWLB equation of state (this easily simplifies to the JWL temperature-dependent
form when some constants are zero, as in §4.3.2).
First, note the terminology in §4.3.2 where v˜ is the relative volume of the gas v˜ = ρ0,p/ρp Then
if µ = 1/v˜ − 1, let θ1, θ2 and θ3 be defined as follows –
θ1 = 1 +
µ
2
(Rλi − 1) +
µ2
6
(
R2λi − 4Rλi + 2
)
θ2 =
µ3
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(
R3λi − 9R2λi + 18Rλi − 6
)
θ3 =
µ4
120
(
R4λi − 16R3λi + 72R2λi − 96Rλi + 24
)
Then let
q (v˜) = exp
(
nλ∑
i=1
(
Aλi
Rλi
e−Rλiev +Bλiµe−Rλi (θ1 + θ2 + θ3)
))
(A.6)
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The JWLB equation of state then is
Pp =
n∑
i=1
Aie
−Riev + λCv,pT
v0v˜
+ C
(
1− λ
ω
q(v˜)
)
v˜−ω−1 (A.7)
ep =
n∑
i=1
Aivo
Ri
e−Riev + Cv,pT + v0C
ω
(1− q(v˜)) v˜−ω + e0 (A.8)
with λ defined by eqn 4.5. e0 is a ‘reference energy’ which is assumed to be 0. Cv,p is the specific
heat at constant volume of the explosion products, and is assumed to constant in OctVCE (as
with [5]).
Cv,p can be back-calculated from eqn A.8 if the initial explosive energy and temperature of the
explosive are known (Mader [27] provides initial detonation temperatures for some explosives).
Alternatively heat capacities for various explosives can be calculated from tables in [2, p.g. 92]
over a range of temperatures, though knowledge of the reaction products is required. It can be
seen that these tabulated heat capacities do not vary greatly between 2000–3000 K.
For convenience let
F1 (v˜) =
n∑
i=1
Aie
−Riev + C
(
1− λ
ω
q(v˜)
)
v˜−ω−1 (A.9)
F2 (v˜) =
n∑
i=1
Aivo
Ri
e−Riev + v0C
ω
(1− q(v˜)) v˜−ω (A.10)
Then using eqn A.2, A.4, A.7 and A.9, the mixture pressure is
P =
(
ρaRa +
λCv,p
v0,pv˜p
)
T + F1 (v˜) (A.11)
Eqn A.11 can also be rearranged to get
T =
P − F1 (v˜)
ρaRa +
λCv,p
v0,p evp
(A.12)
Using eqn A.3, A.5, A.8 and A.10, the mixture internal energy is
e = Cv,mixT + fpF2 (v˜) (A.13)
where Cv = faCv,a + fpCv,p, the specific heat for the mixture. Eqn A.13 can be rearranged to
obtain
T =
e− fpF2 (v˜)
Cv,mix
(A.14)
If P , va and vp are known and e is desired, simply obtain T from eqn A.12 and use this in
eqn A.13. Likewise if e, va and vp are known and P is desired, first get T from eqn A.14 and
use this in eqn A.11.
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A.2.2 Mixture sound speed
Now from Clarke and McChesney [15] the general expression for sound speed c in real or ideal
gases is
c2 =
∂P
∂ρ
∣∣∣
s,fi
(A.15)
where ‘fi’ means all fractions are held constant. This also means that ∂ρi/∂ρ = fi. Eqn A.15
can be rewritten after further derviation as
c2 =
v2
(
P − ρ2 ∂e
∂ρ
|P
)
ρ2 ∂e
∂P
|ρ
(A.16)
Thus it is necessary to derived the quantities ∂e
∂ρ
|P and ∂e∂P |ρ for the mixture.
Deriving the mixture ∂e
∂ρ
|P
Now e =
∑
i fiei, thus
∂e
∂ρ
∣∣∣
P
=
∑
i
fi
∂ei
∂ρ
∣∣∣
P
(A.17)
recalling that fi is constant. Now as ei = ei (ρi, T ) in general, the chain rule for partial
differentiation gives
∂ei
∂ρ
∣∣∣
P
=
∂ei
∂ρi
∣∣∣
T
∂ρi
∂ρ
∣∣∣
P
+
∂ei
∂T
∣∣∣
ρi
∂T
∂ρ
∣∣∣
P
(A.18)
But ∂ei/∂T |ρi = Cv,i by definition, and ∂ρi/∂ρ = fi. ∂ei/∂ρi can be found for each gas. Now
the derivative ∂T/∂ρ |P must be found.
Assuming the mixture P =
∑
i Pi =
∑
i Pi (ρi, T ), for many real gas equations of state like
van der Waals, Virial and also JWL/JWLB equations of state, it’s usually easy to invert the
pressure summation equation to obtain T = T (P, ρ1, ρ2, ..., ρn). So assuming this can be done
∂T
∂ρ
∣∣∣
P
=
∑
i
fi
∂T
∂ρi
∣∣∣
P
(A.19)
So using eqns A.17 and A.18 the final expression for ∂e/∂ρ |P is
∂e
∂ρ
∣∣∣
P
=
∑
i
fi
2 ∂ei
∂ρi
∣∣∣
T
+ Cv
∂T
∂ρ
∣∣∣
P
(A.20)
where ∂T/∂ρ |P is given in eqn A.19.
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Now the derivation of ∂ei/∂ρi |T and ∂T/∂ρ |P is tedious for the JWLB equation of state, but
it is possible to report the final result when the ideal gas and JWL equation of state is used for
ρa and ρp respectively.
∂ep
∂ρp
∣∣∣
T
=
2∑
j=1
Aj
ρp2
e−Rjev (A.21)
∂T
∂ρp
∣∣∣
P
= − (ρaRa + ωρpCv,p)−1
(
2∑
j=1
AjRjρ0
ρp2
e−Rjev + ωTCv,p
)
(A.22)
As ea = ea (T ), ∂ea/∂ρa |T = 0, and easily ∂T∂ρa |P = −TRa/ (ρaRa + ωρpCv,p).
Deriving the mixture ∂e
∂P
|ρ
Now e =
∑
i fiei, thus
∂e
∂P
∣∣∣
ρ
=
∑
i
fi
∂ei
∂P
∣∣∣
ρ
(A.23)
But remember earlier the assumption that all fi were held constant, thus if ρ is also held constant
then all ρi are also constant. Thus as ei = ei (ρi, T ) the chain rule for partial differentiation
gives
∂ei
∂P
∣∣∣
ρ
=
∂ei
∂T
∣∣∣
ρi
∂T
∂P
∣∣∣
ρ
(A.24)
Now as before assume the mixture P =
∑
i Pi =
∑
i Pi (ρi, T ), and additionally assume that
this can be inverted to get T = T (P, ρ1, ρ2, ..., ρn). Then ∂T/∂P |ρ can be easy to obtain since
all ρi are held constant. So recalling that ∂ei/∂T |ρi = Cv,i
∂e
∂P
∣∣∣
ρ
= Cv
∂T
∂P
∣∣∣
ρ
(A.25)
For a mixture of JWLB and ideal gases, quite simply ∂T
∂P
|ρ = (ωρpCv,p + ρaRa)−1.
The above equations might be lengthy to compute and would only be important at locations
close to the explosion source where the detonation products reside (thus relatively unimportant
for farfield effects), so it’s possible to simply follow the strategy of Rose et al [35] and the
‘effective’ gas γ. If so, the ratio of specific heats for the explosion products γp can be estimated
using the formula γp =
pCJ
ρ0,pe0
+ 1 (which is based on the perfect gas equation), where pCJ is
the Chapman-Jouget detonation pressure and e0 is the detonation or explosive energy per unit
mass.
A.3 Products to ambient gas transition
Now the rather lengthy formulae in §A.2 involved with using the JWLB/JWL equations of state
will require significantly more expensive computation than for ideal gases, so it may be better
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to treat cells containing only a small amount of explosive products as if they only contained
the ambient gas, which is the approach of Lo¨hner et al [32].
To begin, when the density is sufficiently small, in the Gru¨neisen coefficient λ expression of
eqn 4.5
Aλi v˜ >> Bλi
Then choose the exponential term in eqn 4.5 with the smallest value of Rλi , for this will vanish
last when densities are small (or specific volumes large). When densities are very low λ → ω,
and this can be monitored by checking if
Aλv˜e
−Rλev < δ1
where δ1 is a small threshold value of order O (10
−3).
Similarly, the first and third terms in the JWLB equation of state (eqn 4.4) also tend to zero
for small densities, and when this happens note also
Ai >>
λ
Riv˜
So as with the Gru¨neisen coefficient, the exponential term (in the first term of the JWLB
equation) with the smallest value of Ri is chosen, and the transition to ambient gas occurs
when
Ae−Rev < δ2
with δ2 similar on the order of δ1. Since ρp does diminish quite rapidly when a bomb explodes
in an unconfining environment, the lengthy JWLB/JWL equations of state probably would not
be used too often.
A.4 Alternating Digital Tree (ADT) structures
The ADT is a spatial binary tree data structure like the octree but designed especially from
geometric searching and intersection problems [1, 11]. Geometric searching refers here to ob-
taining from a set of n points those that lie within a given hyper–rectangular region of space
(2D or 3D rectangular axis–oriented regions), whilst geometric intersection refers to obtaining
from a set of hyper–rectangular n objects those that intersect with a given hyper–rectangular
object. A comprehensive treatment of the ADT is given in [11] and here a more concise and
hopefully simpler overview will be presented.
To see how it works, consider a set of points A–E in 2D space, as in fig A.2. The first point A
corresponds to the root of the binary tree and the whole space. The next point B is placed as
either the left or right child of A depending on whether it is to the left or right of the bisector
of the region on the x0, or here just x, axis. The corresponding region of B is thus the right
half of A’s domain.
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Figure A.2: Constructing an ADT
Point C then sees if it lies to the left or right of the bisector of the x0 axis. It lies to the right,
but since B has already been assigned to this region, point C tests if it should be the left or
right child of B by now testing if it lies to the left or right of the bisector along the x1, or y,
axis of B’s region. This procedure is repeated for the other points D and E.
The ADT is thus recursively built up by traversing through the list of all points and cyclically
partitioning the axes to test if a given point P lies to the left or right of the bisector of the
subregion on this axis which a previous point P ′ is associated with. P will then be assignd
the left or right child depending on this outcome, but if a child already exists corresponding
to another point P ′′, the same bisection test is now applied on the subregion corresponding to
P ′′, and so forth until P is finally assigned a partitioned subregion of its own.
The cyclical axis bisection is given by
j = mod(l, N) (A.26)
Thus the xjth axis is bisected where N is the space dimension and l is the level of the node
on the ADT (the root is level 0) corresponding to the subregion currently being bisected. For
example, point C above would be B’s child, and B is a level 1 point/node and N = 2, so the
x1, or y axis should be bisected for the subregion corresponding to B. The general algorithm
for adding a point to a node on the ADT is given in fig A.3.
The reason for building this tree is that geometric searching is speeded up since the fact that
points are uniquely assigned subregions of their own now mean it is not necessary to linearly
test each point to see if it lies within a hyper–rectangular region of space; if the subregions
do not even intersect with the given space, then the whole branch of points lying within this
subregion on the ADT can be discarded.
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Figure A.3: Building ADTs
Before this speedup is demonstrated, first know that it is very easy to test the intersection of
hyper–rectangular regions as only their bounding boxes needed to be compared. As shown in
fig A.4, the bounding box of an object is simply its lower and upper verticies which uniquely
define the bounds on each axes which the object occupies.
Figure A.4: Bounding box illustration
If the bounding box of one region k is given by [xk,min,xk,max] and the bounding box of another
region o is given by [xo,min,xo,right], the regions will intersect if and only if
xik,min ≤ xio,max
xik,max ≥ xio,max (A.27)
where xi are the vector components of the verticies and i = 0, . . . , N − 1
So now consider a 2D case in fig A.5 where the ADT should be searched for points lying within
the rectangular region [a,b]. The point associated with the whole domain (A) is first tested if
it lies within [a,b], and appropriately flagged. Then the regions corresponding to its left and
right children (B and F) are tested if they overlap with [a,b]. If the region corresponding to
any child does, this child is recursively tested to see if its associated point lies within [a,b], and
then its own left and right subregions are tested for intersection, and so forth until all nodes
have been tested.
As can be seen, the subregion of the right child of A does not overlap with [a,b] and thus it is
not necessary to further traverse down the descendants of F to test if points G and H are inside
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Figure A.5: Searching the ADT
[a,b] since their subregions lie within their parent’s subregion. The sequential testing of each
point results in O(n) complexity, where n is the number of points. ADT searching reduces this
to O (log(n)), resulting in significant savings for large numbers of points. The general algorithm
for using the ADT for geometric searching can be written simply and recursively as shown in
fig A.6.
Figure A.6: General geometric searching algorithm for ADTs
Geometric intersection problems can also be handled using ADTs via a mapping of equa-
tion A.27 into 2N hyperspace, which here would be 6 dimensional space. To see how this
works, note that equation A.27 can be written as
x0min ≤ x0k,min ≤ x0o,max ≤ x0max
...
xN−1min ≤ xN−1k,min ≤ xN−1o,max ≤ xN−1max
x0min ≤ x0o,min ≤ x0k,max ≤ x0max
...
xN−1min ≤ xN−1o,min ≤ xN−1k,max ≤ xN−1max (A.28)
Note [xmin,xmax] denotes the bounding box of the whole domain. Let [xk,min,xk,max] be an
object whilst [xo,min,xo,max] be the target object. Then represent object k as a point in 2N
space by writing its co–ordinates in a single array –
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xk =
[
x0k,min, . . . x
N−1
k,min, x
0
k,max, . . . x
N−1
k,max
]T
(A.29)
Then intersection condition of equation A.28 becomes
ai ≤ xik ≤ bi, i = 0, . . . , 2(N − 1) (A.30)
with
a =
[
x0min, . . . , x
N−1
min , x
0
o,min, . . . , x
N−1
o,min
]T
b =
[
x0o,max, . . . , x
N−1
o,max, x
0
max, . . . , x
N−1
max
]T
(A.31)
Therefore, the geometric intersection problem of equation A.27 can be equivalently thought of
as a geomeric searching problem in equations A.30 and A.31, where now xk is tested for lying
within the 2N region [a,b] described in equation A.31. The bounding box of the hypercube
corresponding to the whole domain likewise becomes
l =
[
x0min, . . . , x
N−1
min , x
0
min, . . . , x
N−1
min
]T
u =
[
x0max, . . . , x
N−1
max , x
0
max, . . . , x
N−1
max
]T
(A.32)
For intersection problems where out of k objects those that intersected a region o need to be
returned, each individual object xk is thus placed on the ADT using the same general algorithm
as in fig A.3, and this binary search tree is again traversed and the objects flagged if they are
inside the region given by equation A.31.
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